
- Etchplanation: Denudation primarily through chemical weathering of bedrock
- Peneplain: A large contiguous area of low relief, weathered primarily by water and wind action to

an elevation at or near base level - End trajectory of the systems are to approach peneplain
- Peneplation leaves shallow concave remnant slopes, with an isolated area of resistant

lithology termed monadnocks.
- Peneplain encapsulates peneplation

- Pediplanation: Denudation through scarp retreat, remnant slopes are steep rather than gently
concave (Walther Penk, 1888-1923)

- End result of penplation

Davisian Cycles of Erosion:

- Given sufficient time and stasis there’s
peneplain

Cyclicity in Earth History:

Davis (Peneplation right) and Penck
(Pediplanation, left) propose alternative pathways
to achieve planation to base level.

Pediplain: Cyclicity that wears itself but in
‘waves’
Peneplain: Flattens out

Appears that there's a palaeoplain

Cyclicity in Earth History: Criticism:

- Where are all the peneplains?
- Why aren’t there more flat landscapes?

- Uplifts (isostasy) and base level (eustasy) change can be instant rather cyclical, so no stasis
between events

- Lateral movement (continental drift), complex lithology, etc, prevent permanent planation from
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ICE AGES:
- Periods with large = glacial periods (or ice ages) and periods without large ice sheets -

interglacial periods;
- The most recent glacial cycle occurred between about 120,000 and 11,500 years ago;
- The last glacial maximum was around 18 ka BP
- Glacial periods are colder, dustier, and generally drier than interglacial periods and more land is

exposed due to lower sea-levels
- As Glacial periods they become colder
- Dustier because substantially less transpiration cycle

- Shift from chemical weathering to other mechanical processes
- Usually Driven by warm wet processes
- But now more tectonic ice cap change
- Landscapes closer to the poles were more affected
- Higherlatitude areas are more affected

→
- The last glacial maximum peaked about 23,000 years ago causing a global retreat in sea levels
- Ice sheets reacher their maximum ~ 23,000 years ago, stabilized for a few thousand years and

then began melting ~18,000 years ago eventually bringing to an end the last ice age

- The current climate has been relatively stable for the past 6,000 years
- Systems have been able to establish themselves

- Solar radiation was the trigger that started the ice melting (summer insolation related to
Precession cycle), but there were also changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and ocean
circulation which amplified a process that had already begun

- Change in insulation → Change in

- 100 ka BPice age cycles are really only
apparent from ~900 ka to the present, and
prior to that the dominant orbital cycle
was a 41 ka obliquity (tilt) cycle;

At the LGM, ice covered around 3 tims the area it
es todayy
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Passive Margin Evolution:

Active Margins: Where continental and plate
boundaries coincide

Passive Margins: Where continental edges are
located within plats

Passive Continental margins:
- Coastlines and continental edges created by the rifting of a single large landmass (The breakup of

supercontinents)
- Topography shaped by distant plate divergence, as well as post-rifting processes
- PCM adjacent to spreading ocean basins (eg. Africa/E S America; W Europe/E N America;

Antarctica/S Australia; India/W Australia; SE Australia/ New Zealand; SE France/ Sardinia
- Represent about half of all modern continental coastlines

Passive Margin Evolution:
- Two scales (spatial and temporal) of process to investigate

- Formation of broadscalle topography (input) through long-term tectonic rifting and
breakup

- More local scale, subsequent denudational and isostatic influences on evolving surface
morphology (output)

Passive Continental Margin (PCM): Structure:
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b. Exfoliation:
i. Aerial exposure of a rock mass permits stress release due to relief of vertical

pressure
ii. Expansion can cause fracture at points of weakness such as joints in the rock

mass or systemic weaknesses in the crystal fabric
iii. Causes sheets of rock to ‘spall’ from the rock mass

1. Generally a plutonic rock that has been buried that is unearthed by
weathering processes that starts pushes rocks against each other

iv. Can also produce a classical spheroidal structure in the exposed rock mass, with a
corestone surrounded by fractured and partially spalled concentric sets of rock

v. Characteristics: Angular rock cuts
c. Insolation/Thermal Stress:

i. Influence of changing temperature and particularly temperature gradients with
depth (rock has low thermal conductivity)

ii. Expansion given by the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion but strongly
dependent upon rock type

iii. Particularly important in arid, continental climates (Ollier, 1963) or cold climates
(all, 1999) where the amplitude of diurnal temperature change can be dramatic

iv. Produces cracks or fractures that independently or in concert with other form of
weathering particularly salt weathering in arid environments) c shatter rock
masses or large rock clast

1. Example: Heat on one side and cold on other side will cause crack

d. Wetting and Drying:
i. Some clay minerals swell when wet, shrink when dry

ii. Common in mudstone and shales- these deposits will therefore expand when wet
and contract upon drying
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Mass movement causes erosion which leaks
nutrition and potential eutrophying situation

Example: - Significant area because Australia
doesnt typically have many mmass
movements

- Causes:

- Need to understand causes to mitigate
it

- Terracing to equilibrium

Hillslope Processes Summary:

1. Hillslope processes are controlled by multiple factors including gravity,lithology, climate,
vegetation, age and anthropogenic disturbance

2. Hillslope form approaches the threshold gradient during the evolution where mass fluxes are
unlikely. Here, soil formation processes dominate landscape evolution

3. Understanding hillslope processes is key to drafting effective hillslope management practices.
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moving
- Related to the ballistic charistic of particles moving in a gas

Another version of the same thing :
- Dependent on moisture,
- Clay, fine particles,

Slightly more energy as you go smaller

How they move is fundamentally on cohesion and
energy but many other variables related

- Viscosity, temperature….etc

- Bed adhesion, which increases the fluid
threshold velocity, is dependent upon soil
moisture, clay content, vegetation,
armoring or cementation, etc.

- However, once grains have become
entrained, bombardment of the bed
liberates smaller gains, effectively
reducing the fluid threshold velocity
(Bagnold’s ‘Impact velocity’)

- The trajectory of individual grains, then,
is dependent upon their size mineralogy
(density), wind speed and bed form
characteristics

Different materials wil transport in diff ways:
Course wil be mostly local and fine materials will
go extraolocal

Transportation:
- Smaller clasts 0.01- 0.1 mm, depending on wind shear velocity) are kept aloft temporarily, and

will rejoin the bed load, often at high velocity;
- Often fall down again

- The impact of these clasts on stationary grains further downwind imparts energy that mobilises
stationary grains as ‘ splashed up particles moved into the suspended load temporarily (called
saltation , representing about 20 - 25% of bedload transport);

- Splash grains wil be easily moved again into the suspended fraction
- Larger clasts will move (roll or slide) incrementally along the bed as a result of the continual

bombardment by smaller clasts and wind stress (called creep or reputation)
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- Predictable pattern in chemical divide
- Most important to remember is thleast

soluble compounds will precipiate fist

Precipitation of minerals that are
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Lecture 18: Regolith to Soil

Weathering Summary:
- Weathering or the breakdown of rocks into smaller and smaller fragments, occurs through various

physical and chemical mechanisms
- The character of the sediment product that results will depend on the weathering pathway
- Weathering and erosion are fundamental processes in landform development, and the production

of soil landscapes and thus life

What stabilised regolith was plants

Definitions:
- Rock: Hard, solid, inorganic mineral material
- Saprolite- Soft, weak, porous rock, that has been chemically weathered in situ- same volume as

hard rock, but much less dense
- Regolith: Loose, inorganic mineral material
- Soil: The part of the regolith showing vertical differentiation due to biological activity-

manifested by the presence of horizons

Soil Geography:
- There are different types of species that vary along the landscape

Formation:

-
- Addition: Erosion
- Losses Erosion
- Internal reactions: Weathering
- Translocation: Water infiltration , salt

FORMATION: How is soil derived from regolith/rock: CORPT
- Climate

- Big influence in how reactions occur
- Organisms

- Organisms can bring primary substrate
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- A1f- faunal accumulation (worm casts)
- Ap- Mixed by ploughing

Subsoil Sufixes (For use in B horizons)
B2b: Buried subsoil horison( Not occuring)

B2c (Accumulation of Fe/AI/MN oxides)
B2d- occurence of densipan
B2g - strong gleying (Greish/blusih greenish colors)

Happens in wet environments

B2h- accumulation of organic matter/ AI complexes
B2k: Accumulation of Calcium carbonate
B2m- stornngly cemennted horizon
B2q: Accumulation of secondary silica
B2s: Accumulation of sesquixoide - organic matter complexes
B2t: accumulation of silicate clay: Clay trumps
B2w: development of colour and or structure
B2x L Frangipans/eearthy pans with high bbulk densy
B2y: Accumulation of gypsum
B2zz: ACcumulation of soluble salts

US , EEurope
- Numeric suffixees only used after salphabetic suffixuff
- T and w cannot be used together, t dominant,
- Multiple alpha suffixes can be used
- Thn suffix for exchanable sodium would be useful in australila ntext

ASC : -

- There are 14 Soil Orders in the ASC ; Seve n these have suborders determined by subsoil
colours

- Each soil type in a genetically based system has a certnparent material and has been subjected to a
certain climtic regi

ORDER:
1. Anthroposols: Made Made soil , road work, digging..etc
2. Calcarosol: Calcareous throughout ,G or U, calcium carbonate throughout or nodules, reacts with

acid, mmmarining ocean in south australia
3. Chromosol : Bright colored, D not acidic
4. Dermosol G or U, strong subsoil structure, called bucket category
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